
 

 

Original Sounds (track 6 + 7): 
 
Track 6: Africa 
 
Locations: southwest of Kenya:  
Kis - Kisumu, on the edge of Victoria lake 
Kit - Kitale 
Kak - rainforest Kakamega  
Elg - natural reserve Mt.Elgon 
Che - Cherangani Hills 
Zan - Tanzania, island Zanzibar, eastern coast 
 
01] Kak: morning / birds 
02] Kis: morning / birds 
03] Kis: evening, before rain / insects, frogs 
04] Kis: night, after rain / insects, frogs 
05] Kis: night / insects 
06] Kak: afternoon / ambiant 
07] Kak: hornbills 
08] Kak: black and white colobus monkeys 
09] Kak: afternoon / insects, hammering 
10] Kak: afternoon / ambiant 
11] Zan: afternoon / cicads  
12] Kit: night / grass-hopper 
13] Kak: night / insects 
14] Che: evening / insects, gouds 
15] Zan: evening / birds, drone of coral reefs 
16] Kak: morning / ambiant 
17] Kak: afternoon / bees, insects, flying beetle 
18] Elg: morning / birds 
19] Elg: evening / insects 
20] Elg: evening / insects, flying mott 
21] Elg: afternoon / insects, pigeons 
22] Elg: morning / colony of bats (Kitum cave) 
23] Elg: morning / bats 
24] Elg: afternoon / water source, birds, fly 
25] Kak: afternoon / monkeys (high pitched squeeks) 
26] Kit: morning / birds, pigeons, roosters 
27] Kit: morning / birds 
28] Kak: afternoon / rain, ambiant 
29] Kak: afternoon / rain, sound of leaves 
30] Nairobi: inside taxi 
- 
Track 7: Arthouse 
examples of some original sounds recorded in building of Arthouse  
with assistance of Karl Burke and Dave McQuinn, thank you ... 
 
   31] refrigerator 
   32] espresso-machine / regridgerators in background 
33-36] refrigertors (various zooms) 
   37] refrigerator inside / squeeks of doors 
38-39] ventilation / ambiant hum of electric power supply 
   40] main electric power supply 
   41] alarms 
   42] elevator motor / active 
   43] ventilation in basement 
   44] squeeks od doors 
   45] ventilation in internet-server room 
   46] internet-server / closely 
   47] alarms in basement 
   48] printer / closely 
   49] printer / ambiant 
50-52] scanner (various zooms and speed of scanning) 


